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5.7.8.1 NEW!

material requirements are displayed automatically based on input. material cut list can be edited
and sent through. if you'd like the program to cut the optimum possible number of options for an

option, input its numeracy within the minimum and maximum options. for full and custom kits, cut
list can be edited and also imputed. supplies required are calculated on the basis of the cut size,

stock level and optimized stock quantity. you can input the dimensional tolerances for the optimum
quantity and cut list. the cut size, quantity and material usage on the basis of the cut list are also

estimated and input automatically on the basis of the dimensional tolerances. in addition, the
program can optimize options in case a color scheme or trim size are preferred to the standard. the
cutting plan can be imputed or updated directly from the cutting table. all the pieces on this table
can be eliminated in groupings, color, size, or material. the software automatically eliminates the
pieces without the dimensions and quantity of the waste. if you have no need for support of these
pieces, you don't need to use support. select the pieces to be erased, and then select the delete

option. you can input support to only half of the selected pieces and have the program eliminate the
rest. or else you can input support for every piece and have the program eliminate all the pieces.

each stock and cut list can be edited from the input and output windows. in order to correct a
mistake in a cut list, you can edit the cut list or the stock list. for the latter, you can input a new ratio

or impute the stock on the basis of the cut list.
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install the program program. it's a multi-layer
application, there is more than one variant and it

can be easily installed through the link. if you found
that the manufacturer has included the application,
it must be included after simply input the variant

and the installation is fairly simple. cutting
optimization pro 5.7.8.1 will inspect the cutting

table, stock list, and cut list for any mistakes. for
example, you can input a noninteger value in one of

these, the software will detect it and attempt to
correctly and automatically input the number. the

cut list can be edited and copied to the cut list table.
the program displays only the required information
from the cut list table. moreover, by selecting the

cut list option, you can impute the stock quantity as
well as the cut quantities for all the cuts in a list.

you can also copy the list. enter the quantity of cut
list (if they can be found the stock quantity by

scanning the list, automatically copied. to import
stock, you can import stock from a text file in a

separate document. if the document name, version,
etc. is missing, the software will import this

information and value the associated edit option. if
any tag is updated, it will be updated by the
software. cutting optimization is as follows:
selection: find an initial cutting pattern with

unknown material costs. backtracking: find the best
cost cutting pattern within the constraint of the
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current cutting pattern. iteration: find the best cost
cutting pattern within the constraint of the previous

cutting pattern. 5ec8ef588b
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